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Disclaimer:- 
Articles in this bulletin are the opinions and views of 
writers/contributors; they are not expressed against 
any specific person, social class or any entity on the 
whole. It has been best tried to maintain the sanctity 
and sovereignty of an education group. Facts 
presented are correct to the best of our knowledge. 
 
Thanks and Regards., 
Prof. Mamta Saluja, Prof. Nidhi Chauhan & Prof. 
Shweta Bajpai 
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FROM MY PEN 

It’s always a pleasure to look at an innocent face gleaming with 
happiness. A toddler….. yes, is what I love the most – “Kids!!!”, I go. 
Their innocence explores every part of my artistic mind. They make me 
wander in the world of Angels , of Cinderella , of cartoons, of love & 
the world so wise that can easily forgive and forget with words as 
simple as “Abba” (the opposite of  “Katti” ,Remember???  ). After 
all, “Kids!!!” are so truthful, honest and sweet. 
 
Now here comes a shocker. Toddlers grow!!! OK!!! Stop!!! Don’t go too 
far to the extent of BAGHBAN part of the story.(Don’t you try to 
watch this ‘family movie’ with your family or you can’t evade the 
hurtful “Will you be like that baccha too ?” expression off your 
parents.) Just am talking about the part when those innocent ones 
acquire some BRAINS. There starts the transition of “Kids!!!” to 
“Kids???” The ‘aadha gyan’ of the kids plus their attention-getting 
abilities brings all the hell down on earth for the acquaintances. First 
of all, they will reveal the “Oh so romantic!!!” moments of their 
parents publically leaving the ‘Decent couple’ blushing. Then they can 
slap you, punch you anytime anywhere and all you can exclaim is “So 
Sweet”, despite the inner urge to teach the ‘manner less kid’. Again, 
they can express their dislike for you in front of your crush (Why do 
people start playing with kids in presence of their crushes. Anyway!!!). 
And those  techie kids who can use mobiles recognizing the 
pictures(thanks to Graphic User Interface) gives the worst nightmares 
when they open your messages to practice their ABC's in front of the 
family and read out “L-O-V-E  Y-O-U  S-… ummm!!!” Seize it. 
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And if that is not enough, observe that MENACE created by the 
DENNIS in your house. The whole house is adorned by their 
perspective toys n almirahs falls void. 
 

 
Regardless of everything, kids are sweet and good learners. I 
actually feel that they are wiser in dealing with relations. They 
can love & hate within seconds and never fail to let you know 
their grievances. It’s easier to solve things that way na? So, learn 
something you ‘actual kids’ from those ‘age wise kids’. 
 

 
 
Wait now!!! That cake is meant for all; remember kid, it’s my 
birthday. So, don’t poke your dirty finger in that.  
 

 

 

        WRITTEN BY:- ANURADHA SHARMA 

                                               
 

!!!THANK YOU!!! 

      FROM MY PEN                 
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“BBA N BCA THIRD SEMESTER PAPER LEAKED” 
 
          Ahhhhh!!!! a great dreadful news that the students of BBA n 
BCA students got at the night of 3 February 2013. It was a good news 
for some and bad for others but an experience for all.  
 
        Firstly it was difficult to believe that the paper had cancelled but 
verified later and some couldn’t even believe and went to center to 
verify.  
 
        It was a bad news for the people who leaked the paper and for 
them who purchased it “gutsy people” roomers’ if to be believed 
the paper was sold in the market for Rs. 3000 to Rs. 4000, pity on 
them. As it was disheartening news for the scorers because their 
efforts were in vein not exactly but up to an extent “yes” and the 
next tension was “how would be the new paper?” there was 
curiosity and nervousness both in fact very different experience. 
 
         And finally the day of paper came and most of the people had 
previous paper assuming with crossed fingers that at least 
something would come from it, but the actual paper was totally 
different and that too filled with lots of difference between 
questions…… but was easy. 
  
        And for some students it was good as they got more time for 
preparation and a bad news for all as we not even got a single day as 
holiday to celebrate the feeling of exams being over 
   ……. . 
 
And lastly we all pray not to face such an experience again……….  
and we all hope for good results keeping both fingers 
crossed………… 
 

Wishing u all the very best!!! 
 
  
 

 

 

!!!THANK YOU!!! 

 WRITTEN BY:- VAANI SINGH & PRACHI SAXENA                                                                                                                                                                     
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Life is such a wonderful thing, 
A reason enough for us to sing. 
From the green earth below, 
To the heavens above, 
Life is found in such abundance. 
 

An exquisite cocktail of emotions it is, 
Moments of joy & thoughts, ambitions, 

Tears, smiles, hits & misses. 
Desires & carvings, be it love or a car, 

Some so near & yet so far. 
 
Dreams in life keep us going, 
Some flourish, some keep going. 
But this is what it is all about, 
To try & win, to scream & shout. 
 

The sign of a loved one, 
The setting sun, a starry night, 

The first rain & may be ever deafening noise, 
Oh! So many reasons to celebrate rejoice. 

 
So tackle your woes, 
Forgive your foes, 
And rise 'n' shine to every occasion, 
'Cos Life is so beautiful a Celebration. 
 
 

!!!THANK YOU!!! 

WRITTEN BY:- KRITIKA SAXENA & ADITYA GARG                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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WO garmiyon ki raat… 
WO jade ki baat… 
WO Pani Ka matka… 
Rasoi ki Yaad…. 
Saab satata hai Mujhe….. 
Ghar Yaad Aata Hai Mujhe…….  
 
Dear diary, 
This song from a series of Satyamev Jayate always brings tears 
into my eyes as it reminds me of my home sweet home…. 
 
           As you know, it had always been my desire and dream to 
live in a hostel, to wonder about life in a hostel, a life full of 
freedom with no boundations, no restrictions, no one to 
oppose us for doing something or the other, with no one to 
seek permission from…and so on and on….. And I always 
wished to be a part of this place….. 
 
           But I never knew that my this dream would come true so 
early……yeah… it came true when my papa announced to me 
that I would be persuading my BCA  from I.T.S College in NCR 
and for that I’ll have to live in a hostel…. 
 
“Beta Mann Me ladoo Foota” 
 
         This was going through my mind. Each and every passing 
day I was wondering about my new life in a hostel. The rooms, 
new friends, food, college, etc….. On one side these thoughts 
were going through my mind but on the other side a feeling of 
leaving my home, my family, and my native place was pinching 
me up… 
 
          

GHAR YAAD AATA HAI MUJHE... 
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       Generally its heard “ladkiya to paraye hoti hain” these words 
were coming true in my case even when a night before my 
departure my mother approached me and said, “Beta ab to tu ja 
rahe hai….” 
 
        It brought tears into my eyes when before leaving my home 
I turned around and saw my place; I saw tears in my mum’s eyes 
when I hugged her…. 
 
       I reached my new place my hostel exited but each and every 
passing moment was reminding me of my ma, papa, my 
family…. whenever I use to do something it reminded me of 
“agar maa hoti to wo kya karti” I faced problems in adjusting at 
early time coz we don’t knew much about others attitude their 
thinking and all…. the food in the hostel was good but it had no 
taste of “maa ke haat ka khaana”. 
 
       Whenever I use to wash my clothes it reminds me of my 
home. 
 
        I made good friends but my parents are my best friends so I 
felt lonely without them. The festival time reminded of my 
home the things I used to do there the fun I had with my family 
every moment reminds me of my home…. 
 
         Although I have now adjusted in hostel and enjoying my life 
here but “apna ghar to ghar he hota hai”…. I talk to my parents 
on call, I share my everyday experience with them but in my 
heart, 
 
“Ghar Yaad Aata Hai Mujhe……..” 
 

 

!!!THANK YOU!!! 

  WRITTEN BY:- vishakha mudgal & AANCHAL GROVER                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
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General strike brings India to a standstill 

 

 
         The historic two days general strike called by Indian central trade 
unions on 20 and 21 February of 2013 received unprecedented support 
among workers across India affecting all vital sectors bringing life to a 
standstill. 
 
        The trade unions’ 10 point demands include measures to contain price 
rise, employment generation, and strict enforcement of labor laws and 
universal social security cover for organized and unorganized workers.  
The demands were jointly made by eleven Central Trade Unions namely 
BMS, INTUC, AITUC, HMS, CITU, AIUTUC, AICCTU, UTUC, TUCC, SEWA, LPF 
and Independent Federations of Workers and Employees as decided in 
the National Convention of Workers in 4 September 2012. 
 
        Claiming that the general strike is total in all sectors by all workers, in 
a press release issued on 20 February, 2013, unions stated that, “the 
unprecedented response to the call of strike throughout the country 
much beyond our expectations reflects truly the anger of the people 
against the persistent increase in the prices of diesel, gas, coal, electricity 
and other essential goods for the bare need of the common people.” 
 
         With vigor and determination and undaunted by police repression 
and government and employers’ threats, the General Strike continued on 
the second day, 21 February 2013.  Workers from all the major and 
strategic sectors participated, such as banks, insurance and other 
financial sectors, oil & petroleum, road transport (both public and private 
sectors) in many states, defence (civilian), postal, telecom, govt. 
employees in several states, several departments of Central govt., port & 
dock, coal & non-coal mines, power and plantation sectors. There was 
also a large presence of unorganized workers in the protest 
demonstrations. 
 
        The two days of general strike is a continuation of joint efforts by 
Indian trade unions that started in 2009. Since then to express 
resentment over anti-labor policies and government’s inaction to protect 
workers’ interests, cutting across political ideologies, major central trade 
unions have come together in a single platform and taken a number of 
actions. 
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        However, further indifference of the government of India forced unions 
to intensify their efforts and call for general strike for two consecutive days 
on 20-21 February 2013 to pressure the Government of India to address some 
of the basic human and trade union rights issues faced by workers across the 
country. 
 
       At the final moment on 13 February labor minister convened a meeting 
and appealed to withdraw the strike call. On 17 February, the Prime Minister 
of India appealed to withdraw the strike and on the evening of 18 February 
senior ministers held meetings with the trade union leaders. However, as the 
panel of ministers failed to provide any concrete proposal on even a single 
demand, trade unions went ahead with the two days general strike 
 
Ten points union demands are: 
1. Measures to contain price rise, 

2. Measures for employment generation, 

3. Strict enforcement of labor laws, 

4. Universal social security cover for organized and unorganized workers 

and creation of National Social Security Fund, 

5. Stoppage of disinvestment in Central and State Public Sector 

Undertakings, 

6. No Contractorisation of work of perennial nature and equal payment of 

wages and benefits, 

7. Amendment of Minimum Wages Act to ensure universal coverage 

irrespective of the schedules and fixation of statutory minimum wage at 

not less than Rs 10,000/- linked with cost price index, 

8. Remove all ceilings on payment and eligibility of Bonus, Provident Fund; 

Increase the quantum of gratuity, 

9. Assured Pension for all, 

        Compulsory registration of trade unions within a period of 45 days and 
immediate ratification of the ILO Conventions Nos. 87 and 98. 

       CULTURE CURRY              
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!!!THANK YOU!!! 

                                     WRITTEN BY:- AAKANSHA KARIWAL                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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 DID U KNOW...??? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.8% of people have an extra rib. 

KNOWN-UNKNOWN FACTS 

 

A strawberry is the only fruit in 
which seeds grow on the outside. 
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        DID U KNOW...???             

 

 

 

Earth is the only 
planet not named 
after a god. 

Grapes explode 
when you put 
them in the 
microwave. 

Every day is a holiday 
somewhere in the world. 
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!!!THANK YOU!!! 

                                                           WRITTEN BY:- SONAKSHI                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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LEISURE 

RIDDLES 

1. Why do you have to go to bed? 
 

2. When can you eat soap? 
 

3. What do you get if you milk a cow after an earthquake? 
 

4. What are the speaking gadgets called that can be found on 
the end of telephones? 

jokes 

The school teacher was taking the class in basic maths. She said to 
little Johnny, "If I give you two rabbits and two rabbits and another 
two rabbits, how many have you got?" 
 
"Seven," replied Johnny. 
 
"No, Johnny," explained the teacher. "That's not the right answer. 
Listen. If I give you two apples, then I add another two apples and 
another two apples after that, how many have you got?" 
 
"Six," replied Johnny. 
 
"That's right," said the teacher. "So, let's try again. If I give you two 
rabbits and two rabbits and another two rabbits, how many have 
you got?" 
 
"Seven," replied Johnny. 
 
"Seven!" wailed the teacher. "How do you get seven?" 
 
"Because I've already got one rabbit at home!" 

 
Mail your answer of Riddles on 

tatvaelement@yahoo.com 
 

Two correct answers will be the 
winners and their names will be 

published in the next issue…  
 

HURRRRYYYYYYY UP  
EVERYONE..!!! 

 

!!!THANK YOU!!! 

                                             WRITTEN BY:- kritika saxena                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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CAMPUS TWEET 

GUP-SHUP 
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!!!THANK YOU!!! 

                                             WRITTEN BY:- KARISHMA TYAGI                                                                                                                                                                                                        
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From the student’s point of view our 
center for external examination located 
at IMS Dasna was a little bit inconvenient. 
Location was very far from our college 
campus (ITS Mohan Nagar) and was even 
difficult to locate. Students from Delhi 
region found it quite unenviable to locate 
the center. The environment of the 
center was good and comfortable for the 
first timers. 
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ENJOYMENT AFTER 5th 
SEMESTER EXAMS... 

      

 

Won 2nd prize in "RANG MANCH" 

competition organized by "SHAHEED 
SUKHDEV COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
STUDIES" at Delhi Haat, Pritampura on 
the occasion of College Fest... 

!!!THANK YOU!!! 

                 WRITTEN BY:- aditya garg  kritika saxena                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                
 



 

 

 

 

We Welcome Views From Reader's, So If 
You Have Any Comments, Suggestions Or 
Ideas, Please Do Forward To The 
Following Mail Id:- 
 
EMAIL ID:- tatvaelement@yahoo.com 

 

It's a great news for everyone that from 

now onwards you can also access your 

favourite E-Magazine i.e. TATVA- An 

Element Of U.G. Universe on 

Facebook!!! Enjoy the best reading 

experience & share it with your 

friends!!! 

 

FACEBOOK PAGE LINK:- 

www.facebook.com/EBUDDYBULLETIN  
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